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Another area where we can give Sniper Elite 5 full
marks for achieving great design is its improved AI,
which has been drastically upgraded from that of its

predecessors. AI enemies never take a breather
and, while theyre no longer the world class

marksmen that the preceding games were, their
decision making and depth is a lot more dynamic

and much more believable. Theyre also a lot
smarter about their defensive preparations, giving
you a lot more warning where they might normally

be at risk, and they also no longer rely on the
crappy old Hard-AI system. Youll find that theres

plenty of subtle but excellent situational awareness
at play, with them keeping a much more vigilant
watch over you and moving around in ways that

would make Sam Spade proud. They can often be
extremely sneaky, so dont be surprised if some

obstacles dont register in your peripheral vision to
alert you to their presence. A new experience to

Sniper Elite 5 is the addition of a full suite of free-
aiming weapons, from basic pistols to powerful
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sniper rifles, allowing you to shoot from the hip or
pull off more powerful headshots. You can even
choose to take or give up your headshot, as the

game always manages to remain unpredictable. Its
also important to say that while snipers have always

been staples of theseries, and that the genre in
general has always been about pulling off headshots
from a long distance, that this might not always be
what youll want or need to do. This is where Sniper

Elite 5s action tends to fall apart. Its a scenario-
based shooter at its heart, and while we have no
problem with that as a concept, we really do feel
like it takes a backseat here to how the game is
designed, especially when it comes to combat.
When youre in the kind of situations that youll

typically find yourself in, it doesnt mesh all that well
with a combat system that is usually able to bestow

upon you such a stunning feeling of near-total
control.
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Sniper Elite 4 is the best entry yet in this long-
running franchise with great big meaty missions
stuffed to bursting point with Nazis to snipe and

stab in glorious slo-mo X-ray vision. There's a new-
found flexibility to the gameplay, with Karl now able
to shimmy and scurry vertically around levels and
enemy AI that's much more up to the task than in
previous iterations. There may be some slightly

rough edges, with duff writing, naff characters and
gameplay that doesn't change much from start to
finish but, overall, this is playful sniper's paradise
that lands on Switch in a truly impressive port. It's
time to dust off that M1903 Springfield, find a nice
vantage point and get to blowing great big bloody

holes in fascist heads. The perfect antidote to 2020.
Sniper Elite 4 key without a doubt excels at the way
you scope your enemies. If you want to land some
successful hits for the infamous X-RAY cam system

to activate, many factors are to be considered.
Gravity, muzzles velocity, wind speed and direction,
scope drift and ammo scarcity are to name a few.

While sniping is one of the key elements, you have a
variety of other means to eliminate your AI Nazi

enemies. Whether its silent take-downs with a knife,
planting bombs on already cold Nazi bodies, or
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setting wired traps its all up to your ingenuity and
imagination. Sniper Elite 4 key sure offers stealth
elements incorporated, where you can spot, stalk

and silently eliminate unsuspecting soldiers,
however, if you are spotted and enemies from all

over start rushing to your location, good old-
fashioned gun-down using SMG is also up your

sleeve. 5ec8ef588b
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